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This work addresses a specific technical question of relevance to canonical quan-
tization of gravity using the so-called new variables and loop-based techniques of
Ashtekar, Rovelli, and Smolin. In particular, certain ‘‘superselection laws’’ that
arise in current applications of these techniques to solving the diffeomorphism
constraint are considered. Their status is elucidated by studying an analogous sys-
tem: 211 Euclidean gravity. For that system, these superselection laws are shown
to be spurious. This, however, is only a technical difficulty. The usual quantum
theory may still be obtained from a loop representation and the technique known as
‘‘Refined Algebraic Quantization.’’ ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~97!01409-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

A recent advance in canonical quantization techniques was the introduction1 of refined alge-
braic quantization~RAQ! ~and related techniques2,3! for solving quantum constraints and fo
inducing physical inner products. As shown in Ref. 1 the use of such techniques often res
‘‘superselection rules.’’ While such superselection rules can correspond to important proper
the physical system1,4 which are present even at the classical level, when RAQ is used to solv
diffeomorphism constraints of a quantum theory of connections as in Ref. 1, the interpretat
the superselection rules is less clear.

In particular, when 211 gravity is expressed as a theory of connections,5–7 the simplest
observables appear to violate these rules. This is because, in a loop representation, the
select between states associated with different topological types of graphs or loops, while
tant observables in the 211 theory are traces of holonomies of connections around non
tractable curves, which mix the above states.

In a loop representation, such operators change not only the topology but also the hom
type of a loop-state. The goal of this paper is to determine the status of these superselectio
in Euclidean 211 gravity and to determine whether their presence prevents the quantiz
scheme described in Ref. 1 from succeeding. This will help to clarify the standing of such me
in the loop-based approach to 311 gravity.

We will proceed in two stages. It will first be shown that methods based on a loop repr
tation and the ‘‘refined algebraic quantization scheme’’~RAQ! of Ref. 1 do yield the usua
results5,8,9 for Euclidean 211 gravity when they are properly applied. In this case, the m
straightforward treatment differs from the particular approach suggested in Ref. 1. Howev
also show that the solution may be recast in the form advocated in Ref. 1 in which the diffe

a!Present address: Albert-Einstein-Institut, Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Gravitationsphysik, Schlaatzweg 1, 14473 Potsda
Germany, Electronic mail: thiemann@aei-potsdam.mpg.de
0022-2488/97/38(9)/4730/11/$10.00
4730 J. Math. Phys. 38 (9), September 1997 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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phism constraints are solved first and the Hamiltonian constraints are then solved as a
stage. Regarding the ‘‘diffeomorphism superselection rules’’ mentioned above, we will se
they disappear in the final solution of this system. Some concluding comments about expec
for the 311 theory are given in Sec. IV and we draw on supporting material from the Appen
This discussion suggests that the intermediate presence of the superselection rules in th11
theory is due to the singular nature of our description of the theory, but that a similar singu
may be present in the loop approach to the 311 case.1

This work will make use of a loop representation along the lines of Ref. 1 as well a
refined algebraic techniques discussed there, in Ref. 4, and elsewhere. As a result, what fo
best considered a technical addendum to Ref. 1 and the review of that material will be ke
minimum. We use the same structures and definitions as in Ref. 1, except as where noted
We will, however, briefly discuss the formulation of Euclidean 211 gravity as a canonical theor
of connections since that was not discussed in Ref. 1.

As described by Witten,5 Euclidean 211 vacuum gravity may be considered as a theory
cotriads ēaI and SU~2! valued connectionsĀa

I . Here a,b are space–time indices on a thre
manifold M . The system is governed by the action

S~ ēaI ,Āa
I !5 1

2E
M

d3xẽabcēaIF̄bc
I , ~I.1!

whereẽabc is the Levi-Civita density onM andF̄bc
I is the curvature of the connectionĀa

I . This is
just the 211 Einstein–Hilbert action written in terms of the triad and spin connection. For
convenience we have taken the action to differ from that of Ref. 5 by a factor of 1/2.

If we now takeM to be of the formR3S ~for a closed orientable two-manifoldS!, we may
make a 211 decomposition of the above action. The result is a system where the Hamilton
simply a sum of constraints. We shall takei , j ,k to be abstract indices associated with the manif
S. The canonical variables are a connectionAi

I which is the pull back of the connectionĀa
I to S

and a vector densityẼI
i 5 ẽ i j ejI , wheree i j is the Levi-Civita density onS andejI is the pull back

of eaI to S. These satisfy the canonical commutation relations

$Ai
I~x!,ĒI

j~x8!%5d i
jdJ

I d2~x,x8! ~I.2!

and, in terms ofAi
I , ẼI

j , the constraints are

Fi j
I 50, D jẼI

j50, ~I.3!

whereFi j
I andD j are the curvature and covariant derivative associated withAi

I , respectively.
The second constraint is known as the Gauss constraint and generates SU~2! gauge transfor-

mations. The first constraint is more complicated, but clearly generates transformations that
change the connection. The reader will, at this point, notice the distinct lack of a constrain
generates diffeomorphisms. Such a constraint would have the formẼI

i Fi j
I 50. Although it is not

one of the constraints~I.3!, this function clearly vanishes on the constraint surface; the resu
that any function invariant under the transformations generated by theF50 constraint also be-
comes invariant under diffeomorphisms once it has been restricted to the constraint surface
sense then, the Witten constraints are in fact weakly equivalent~for nondegenerate triads! to the
set of constraints10

DiẼ I
i 50, Ẽ I

i Fi j
I 50, eK

IJẼ I
i ẼJ

j Fi j
K50, ~I.4!

but ~I.3! and ~I.4! are not strongly equivalent.
We are therefore left with the question of which set of constraints to use here. On th

hand, the well-understood description of 211 gravity refers to the constraints~I.3!. On the other,
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 9, September 1997
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we are most interested in gaining insight into 311 gravity, for which only a description of the
form ~I.4! is available. Furthermore, the question of the ‘‘diffeomorphism superselection sec
which we wish to study does not arise unless there is in fact a diffeomorphism constraint.
ever, the densitized ‘‘Hamiltonian constraint’’EEF50 of ~I.4! is as difficult to define here as in
the 311 case.

One approach might be to apply techniques such as those introduced by Thiemann
311 Hamiltonian constraints in Ref. 11. However, because of conceptual and technical co
cations involved, we leave direct investigation of the constraints~I.4! for future work12 and
content ourselves here with following a hybrid approach. After briefly reviewing the refi
algebraic techniques in Sec. II, we define our system using the Witten constraints~I.3! and show
that the combination of a loop representation with refined algebraic techniques generates th
physical Hilbert space in a straightforward manner. In Sec. III, we show that the physical
generated in this wayare annihilated by the diffeomorphism constraintẼI

i Fi j
I 50 in the sense

described in Ref. 1 and that our physical Hilbert space could have been constructed by fol
the procedure outlined in Ref. 1, in which the diffeomorphism constraintẼI

i Fi j
I is solved first

~through RAQ! and the ‘‘remaining parts’’ of the constraints~I.3! are solved later by RAQ-like
techniques. Section IV discusses the implications for the 311 theory, drawing on the Appendix
for support.

II. QUANTIZATION

We now proceed to quantize the system described in Sec. I and to impose the constrain~I.3!
using a loop representation and the techniques of refined algebraic quantization. That is to s
will follow Ref. 1 in considering an auxiliary kinematical Hilbert spaceHaux5L2(A/G ,dm0)
where A/G is the Ashtekar–Isham ‘‘quantum configuration space of gauge equiva
connections’’13 appropriate to the connections discussed above. This space contains no
connections but suitably generalized ‘‘distributional’’ connections as might be expected
required in the configuration space of a quantum field theory. Note thatdm0 is the corresponding
Ashtekar–Lewandowski measure.14 States in this space are gauge invariant, so there is no ne
impose the Gauss constraints, they are considered to be identically satisfied on this space@If one
wishes, one may1 begin with a larger Hilbert spaceL2(Ā,dm̂0) whose states are not gaug
invariant, introduce the Gauss constraints as operators on this space, and solve them by
arrive atHaux5L2(A/G ,dm0) as above.#

We must, however, define and solve theF50 constraints. This involves a slight complicatio
as the generalized connections ofA/G are not in general differentiable. Thus the curvatureF is
strictly speaking not well-defined on this space. Whatis well-defined though is the holonomy of
generalized connection, this is in fact the very definition ofA/G . We therefore proceed a
follows: The statementF50 for a smooth connectionA is equivalent to the statement that th
holonomyha(A) of A around each contractable loopa in S is trivial, that is, gives just the uni
element of SU~2!. A manifestly gauge invariant formulation of the constraints is thus

Ca8 :522Ta~A!50, ~II.1!

whereTa(A):5tr(ha(A)), for all contractable loops. The virtue of writing theF50 constraint in
the form~II.1! is that we can extend it toA/G . The disadvantage is that this constraint classica
does not generate gauge transformations on the constraint surface asTa22 is quadratic inF. We
will actually use a constraint of the form

Ca5u22Ta~A!u3/2 ~II.2!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 9, September 1997
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for all contractable loopsa. While, classically, this is even worse than~II.1!, we shall see that a
certain ‘‘cancellation of singularities’’ occurs, and that this is in fact a preferred form of
constraints.

We now wish to solve these constraints using the refined algebraic quantization proc
Recall that this involves introducing a preferred dense subspaceF of the Hilbert spaceHaux and
defining an~antilinear! maph from F to its dualF8 which ‘‘projects a state onto the constrai
surface’’ in the sense that the imagehf of any fPF is a solution of the constraints:C(hf)
50, whereC denotes the constraints. Note that the action ofC on F8 is defined to be the dual o
its action onF. The details are given in Ref. 1, but we remind the reader that the solutionshf in
the image ofh are given a Hilbert space structure through

^hauhb&[~hb!@a#. ~II.3!

The maph must be real and positive in the sense that, for allf1 , f2PF,

~hf1!@f2#5~~hf2!@f1# !* and ~hf1!@f1#>0 ~II.4!

andh must commute with every strong observableA. That is, for any operatorA which commutes
with all gauge transformations, we must have

~hf1!@Af2#5~~hA†f1!!@f2#. ~II.5!

In this case~II.3! defines an inner product which may be used to complete the set of stateshf in
the image ofh to a ‘‘gauge invariant’’ Hilbert spaceH inv . Moreover, this inner product has th
property that any strong observableA on Haux induces on operatorAinv on the physical Hilbert
space satisfying the same reality conditions; i.e.,Ainv

† 5(A†) inv . The operatorAinv is defined by

Ainv~hf!5h~Af!. ~II.6!

Note that the invariant Hilbert space was referred to as the ‘‘physical’’ Hilbert space in Refs.
4. The terminology we use here is more appropriate for the current setting, in which we allo
possibility that this procedure be applied more than once, solving only some of the constra
each step.

A nice idea for constructing the maph is through ‘‘group averaging.’’1,3,4 Under appropriate
conditions, an expression of the form

~hf1!@f2#5E
G

dq^f1uU~g!uf2&, ~II.7!

with dg the Haar measure on the gauge groupG, gives a well-defined maph with the required
properties. This heuristic idea is often quite useful in applying RAQ, although it will not b
direct use for our case.

The constraintF50 is a pure configuration constraint: It does not involve the canon
momenta. This situation is reminiscent of solving the relativistic free particle constraintp21m2

50 in the momentum representation. Let us recall how this works as it will clarify our case
In the relativistic particle case we chooseHaux:5L2(R2,d4p) and F:5C0

`(R4), say, the
smooth test functions of compact support. The constraintC5p21m250 is easy to solve: each
solution can be written in the formc f(p)5d(C) f (p) where f PF. The point is thatc fPF8 is
not an element ofHaux. But why can we claim that the constraint was solved by group averag
This is becauseĈ:5 p̂21m2 is an essentially self-adjoint operator onHaux with core F whose
unique self-adjoint extension we may exponentiate to obtain a one-parameter unitary
Û(a):5exp(iaĈ) with aPR. The Haar measure onR is the Lebesgue measure and so for ea
fPF we obtain the following group average map
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 9, September 1997
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~h f !~f!:5E
R

da

2p
^ f ,Û~a!f&5c f~f! ~II.8!

in analogy with~II.7!.
Why does this lead to the desired result? The answer is that one way of looking at the

average procedure is that one wishes to solve the exponentiated constraintÛ(a)51;a and the
average over all theÛ(a) has to be done in such a way that we get thed(Ĉ) back, or, in other
words, such that the translation of the parametera in Û(a)Û(b)5Û(a1b) is irrelevant because
we are using a translation invariant measure~the Haar measure! on the parameter space.

Another feature of the relativistic particle shared by our model is that the solutions toC50
are not unique. For the free particle they are twofold,p056Ap21m25:6v(p) which we may

encode in the following wayC5C1C2 whereC65p06Ap21m2. Also, in the sense of distri-
butionsd(C)5(1/2v)@d(C1)1d(C2)#5:*M dn(v)d(p0,v) where M5$6v(p)% is the so-
lution space andn is proportional to a counting measure onM. We will encounter precisely the
same structure in our model. This concludes the discussion of the relativistic particle.

Let us now turn to our case. The solutions toF50 are the flat connections, and, since we a
interested only in gauge-invariant information, we have the spaceM, the moduli space of flat
connections modulo gauge transformations as our solution space. Therefore we write the
bution d(F) as

d~F !5E
M

dn~A0!d~A,A0!, ~II.9!

where n is some~real-valued! measure onM. We will derive a preferred measuredn below
which agrees with the one give by Witten.5 This is in direct analogy with writing thed(p2

1m2) as a sum of twod distributions, the discrete measure there was replaced by the measn
accounting for the fact thatM is a manifold.

The next step is nontrivial: We have to writed(A0 ,A) as a well-defined distribution on
suitableF. Let us choose, as in the 311 case,Haux:5L2(A/G ,dm0) wherem0 is the Ashtekar–
Lewandowski measure and letF:5Fcyl be the cylindrical functions onA/G . It turns out that
Haux has an orthonormal basis, the so-called spin-network statesTg,j ,c ~see Ref. 1!. Hereg stands
for a piecewise analytic closed graph,j5( j 1 ,...,j E) is a labeling of its edgese1 ,...,eE with spin
quantum numbers andc5(c1 ,...,cV) is a labeling of its vertices with certain SU~2! invariant
matrices. The stateTg,j ,c is built from c and ^ k51

E p j k
(hek

(A)), wherep j is the j th irreducible
representation of SU~2!, by contraction of all group indices in such a way that it is gauge invari
We may use such states to representd(A,A0) as

d~A0 ,A!5 (
g,j ,c

Tg,j ,c~A!Tg,j ,c~A0! ~II.10!

since, by the orthonormality of spin networks, this satisfies*dm0(A)f(A)5f(A0) for all f
PFcyl . The associated rigging maphF :Fcyl→Fcyl8 is given by

~hFc!~f!5E
A/G

dm0~A!c~A!d~F !f~A!. ~II.11!

Notice that, although the sum~II.10! ranges over a complete set of piecewise analytic graphs~an
uncountable set!, the resulthFc is still a well-defined element ofFcyl8 .

Can the result~II.11! also be obtained by explicitly averaging the constraints~II.1! in analogy
with ~II.8!? At least at a heuristic level, the answer is in the affirmative.~At a more technical level,
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 9, September 1997
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there is a subtlety in that the group generated by the full set of constraints~II.2! does not fit well
with the projective structure ofHaux.! To see this, notice first that one can write the de
distribution on SU~2! with respect to the Haar measuremH as follows

d~g,1!5E
R

dt

2p
exp~ i t @12tr~g!/2#3/2! ~II.12!

as the reader can check himself by explicitly writingmH in terms of local coordinates onS3. Note
that the power 3/2 is important here as it cancels certain singularities~actually, degeneracies! in
the measure. This observation motivates us to construct a cylindrical definition ofhF which we
sketch below.

For each graphg choose a set of generatorsa1(g),...,an(g)(g) of the subgroup of the
homotopy group ofg corresponding to contractable loops onS. Let now

Ug~ t1 ,...,tn~g!!:5 )
i 51

n~g!

Ua i ~g!~ t i ! where Ua~ t !:5exp~ i tCa!. ~II.13!

We are now in the position to definehF cylindrically: Since eachf, cPFcyl are just finite linear
combinations of spin-network states it will be sufficient to definehF on spin-network statesc
5Tg,j ,c through~II.11! for eachf5Tg8,j8,c8 . It turns out that the proper definition, precisely
analogy to~II.8!, is given by

~hFTg,j ,c!~Tg8,j8,c8!:5E
Rn

dnt

~2p!n ^Tg,j ,c ,Ugøg8~ t1 ,...,tn!Tg8,j8,c8&, ~II.14!

wheren5n(gøg8). Namely, using the definition ofm0 which assigns to each holonomical
independent loop one independent integration variable with respect to the Haar measure on~2!
we explicitly compute that~II.14! equals

E dmH~g1!•••dmH~gm!@Tg,j ,cTg8,j8,c8#~g1 ,...,gm!5:E
M

dn~A0!~Tg,j ,cTg8,j8,c8!~A0!,

~II.15!

where the square brackets on the left-hand side mean that the function is to be evaluated
trivial holonomy for the contractable loops which thus leaves only an integration over holono
g1 ,...,gm along loops that generate the homotopy group ofS. The right-hand side defines th
measuredn on M and agrees with the measure given by Witten.5 It is easy to see that~II.14!
coincides with ~II.11!. Note that, even though we must make a choice of generator
p1(gøg8) to even write down the integral~II.14!, the resulting definition ofhF is independent of
this choice. In addition, note that we have seen no sign of the superselection rules that a
Ref. 1. We shall return to this issue in the next section.

III. A SOLUTION IN TWO STAGES

Recall that one of the main objectives of the present paper is to solve the theory usin
space of diffeomorphism invariant states~from Ref. 1! as an intermediate step. That is, we use
rigging maphDiff from Ref. 1 to define a Hilbert spaceHDiff of diffeomorphism invariant state
and then solve the Hamiltonian constraint using a second topological vector subspaceFDiff of
HDiff and a rigging maphHam:FDiff→FDiff8 . ~In the 311 case there are some additional difficu
ties with such an approach due to the fact that the corresponding Hamiltonian constraint do
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 9, September 1997
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commute with diffeomorphisms. In the present model this problem does not occur because
of F50 constraints is invariant under diffeomorphisms.!
That is, roughly speaking, we wish to write

hF5hHam+hDiff . ~III.1!

In contrast, in Sec. III we solved all of the constraints in one step. As outlined in the Introduc
the diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraint are included in theF50 constraint. What we
would like to see now is how theF50 constraint can be split into two parts, the diffeomorphi
part and a remainder. This remainder will, in some sense, define our ‘‘Hamiltonian constra

There are, however, two immediate problems with~III.1!. The fist is that each rigging map i
antilinear, so that the left-hand side is antilinear while the right is linear. The other is tha
left-hand side is a map fromFCyl to FCyl8 , while the right is a map fromFCyl to FDiff8 ~through
FDiff !. Clearly then, we will need a natural antilinear maps:FDiff8 →FCyl8 . This map will be an
extension of an adjoint map, and will be discussed below in the course of our argument.

We do this as follows. Recall that each diffeomorphism invariant distribution in the s
FDiff ~constructed in Ref. 1! is a linear combination of spin-network states associated with a fi
number of graphs. To be more precise, collect the tripleg,j ,c into a single indexc and letT@c#

3(A) be the distribution defined by

T@c#~A!:5 (
c8P@c#

Tc8~A!, ~III.2!

where@c# is the set of labels of the spin-network states that one obtains by acting onTc with all
possible analytic diffeomorphisms. Our objective is now to write a solutiond(F)Tc to theF50
constraint in terms ofhDiff and a remaining operationhHam to be obtained. To that end we writ
~II.9! explicitly as

d~F !5(
c

Tc~A!E
M

dn~A0!Tc~A0!5:(
c

Tc~A!kc , ~III.3!

where the sum is overall labelsc. What helps us now is that sinceTc(A0) is diffeomorphism
invariant forA0PM, it follows that the integralskc do not depend onc but only on the diffeo-
morphism equivalence class@c#. We also note thatTc(A) is real, so that we may drop th
overline.

We will therefore relabelkc ask@c# and so write~III.3! in the form

d~F !5(
@c#

k@c#T@c#~A!, ~III.4!

which is already a sum of diffeomorphism invariant distributions only.
If we introduce the notationT@c# for the linear functional onFCyl given by T@c#(f)

5*A/G T@c#(A)f(A), then we may write

hF~1!5(
@c#

k@c#T@c# . ~III.5!

In order to connect with Ref. 1, recall that, due to the superselection rules,nDiff was not
uniquely defined in Ref. 1. In fact, the possible rigging maps were labeled by uncountably
real parameters. However, all of these maps were of a similar form. Let us simply choose
these maps and refer to it ashDiff . We will see that nothing will depend on which map w
chosen. Note thathDiff then has the form
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 9, September 1997
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hDiffTc5a@c#T@c# ~III.6!

for somea@c#PR1.
Let c0 be a particular label. We wish to place our rigging map in the form

hFTc0
5:~s+hHam+hDiff !Tc0

5~s+hHam!T@c0#a@c0# . ~III.7!

The maphHam will act on FDiff , the group averaged cylindrical functions onA/G . Notice that
the spaceFDiff is a space of distributions onFCyl but a space of test functions for the spa
FDiff8 , the dual ofFDiff .

We now address the maps. It is to be an antilinear map fromFDiff8 to FCyl8 . We will construct
this map by~anti!linearly extending the adjoint map onHDiff . Recall that,HDiff is defined
through the following inner product onFDiff :

^hDifff,hDifff8&Diff :5@hDifff#~f8! for all f,f8PFCyl. ~III.8!

Thus~III.8! defines an antilinear~adjoint! map †:FDiff→FDiff8 . On the image †FDiff ,FDiff8 , this
map is invertible and the inverse †21 is also antilinear. We note that †FDiff in fact provides a basis
for FDiff8 and thatFDiff ,FCyl8 . Using antilinearity then, we may attempt to extend †21 to map
from all of FDiff8 into FCyl8 . The result is in fact well defined and gives the desired m
s:FDiff8 →FCyl8 .

Let us now definehHam to be of the form

hHam•T@c#5(
@c8#

a~@c#,@c8# !T
@c8#

† , ~III.9!

where †:FDiff→FDiff8 is the map given above. Then

~s+hHam!T@c#5(
@c8#

a* ~@c#,@c8# !T@c8# . ~III.10!

The coefficientsa will be chosen so that~III.7! is satisfied. The equalitya@c0#(s+nHam)T@c0#

5d(F)Tc0
is to be understood in the sense of distributions onFCyl and so can be checked b

evaluating both sides on all possibleTc . In order to do that we need the Clebsh–Gordon form

Tc0
Tc5(

c8
b~c0 ,c;c8!Tc8 , ~III.11!

which is a finite sum thanks to the piecewise analyticity of the graphs involved. Notice tha
coefficientsb(c0 ,c;c8(c0 ,c)) are invariant under simultaneous diffeomorphic mappings ofc0 and
c.

Finally, usingT@c#(Tc8)5x@c#(c8) @wherex@c#(c8) is the characteristic function given by 1 fo
c8P@c# and 0 otherwise# together with~III.11!, we find

@hFTc0
#~Tc!5@hF~1!#~Tc0

Tc!5(
c8

b~c0 ,c;c8!@hF~1!#~Tc8!5(
c8

b~c0 ,c;c8!k@c8# .

~III.12!

The first equality in~III.12! uses the fact thatTc is real valued. Notice that despite the appeara
of the Clebsh–Gordon coefficientsb(c0 ,c;c8) ~which seem to depend onc0 ,c!, the correspond-
ing sum actually depends only on the equivalence classes@c0#,@c# since we have@w•Tc0

#@w8

•Tc#5Tc0
Tc on the space that of flat connections, for arbitraryw,w8PDiff( S).
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 9, September 1997
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Thus if we definea(@c0#,@c#)5a@c0#
21 Sc8b(c0 ,c;c8)k@c8# , then, since the Clebsh–Gordo

coefficients are real we have

@~s+hHam+hDiff !~T@c0#!#~Tc!5(
@c8#

b~@c0#,@c#;c8!k@c8#5@hHamT@c0##~Tc!. ~III.13!

That is, we have constructed a maphHam:FDiff→FDiff8 ,FCyl8 such thathF5s+hHam+hDiff . Note
that the compositionhHam+hDiff is independent ofa@c# , and thus independent of the particul
choice of the maphDiff .

Let us now examine the status of the ‘‘superselection rules’’ described in Ref. 1, asso
with the averaging over diffeomorphisms. According to these rules, the statesT@c# , T@c8#PHDiff

were superselected wheneverc and c8 were associated with graphsg,g8 in distinct diffeomor-
phism classes. Note, however, that in this case we may still have@hHam(T@c#)#(T@c8#)Þ0 or,
equivalently,

^T@@c## ,T@@c8##&physÞ0, ~III.14!

so that the corresponding states are not superselected. In fact, wheneverc andc8 are associated
with homotopically equivalent triplesc5(g,j ,c) and c85(g8,j 8,c), the statesT@@c## and T@@c8##

are proportional. Furthermore, the operatorT̂a,phys:T̂a,physhF f 5hF@Ta f # is well-defined and
mixes even homotopically distinct graphs. As a result, no sign of the superselection rules re
in the physical Hilbert space.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have seen in Sec. II that the ‘‘superselection rules’’ among the diffeomorphism in va
states in no way carry over to the physical space. This result was not unexpected, as we t
‘‘correct’’ description of 211 Euclidean gravity to be that given by Witten5 in which no super-
selected sectors arise. However, the appearance of such spurious superselection rules in
mediate stage was in no way an obstacle to the solution of the theory using loop representat
refined algebraic techniques, or even to solving first the diffeomorphism constraint and
implementing the remaining constraints. We recall that any of the possible mapshDiff can be used
and that they all lead to the same physical Hilbert space in the end.~In our presentation this wa
true by construction. However, the maphF is unique at least up to the choice of measuredn while
any choice ofhDiff is compatible with any choice ofdn. Therefore, given anyhDiff , the same
array of physical Hilbert spaces may be constructed through maps of the formhHam+hDiff .! This
can be taken as an encouraging sign for a similar approach in the 311 case. On the other hand
we have used the Witten constraints and the fact that they are well-defined onHaux to achieve our
goals. Such techniques are not available in the 311 case; it remains to be seen if this differen
is crucial.

Let us now address the question of whether the diffeomorphism superselection rules w
spurious in 311 gravity. We first note that, as described in Refs. 1 and 4, there are m
examples for which superselection laws arising from RAQare of physical relevance, as they hav
analogues even at the classical level. What accounts for the difference between these s
Several answers may be given. For example, in Ref. 4 it was found that spurious superse
rules can arise through a poor choice of the subspaceF. In general though, it appears that su
spurious superselection rules are associated with singular structures in either the system o
description of it.

To illustrate this point, recall the RAQ deals directly with only the strong observables o
system. Now, at least classically, this is no problem for any sufficiently smooth system. LetG be
the phase space of a classical system withC the corresponding constraint surface andG the group
of gauge transformations. WhenC/G is a smooth submanifold ofG/G, all of the physics is indeed
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 9, September 1997
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captured by strong observables. Any observable~that is, any function onC/G! may be extended
to G/G and pulled back toG, where it defines a strong observable. Thus the strong observ
capture all of the physics of the system.

In our quantum case, however, there were interesting observables~the T̂a,phys! which were not
strongly diffeomorphism invariant. It would be interesting to understand whether this was d
some sort of singularity in the classical phase space or simply due to our quantum descript
any case, something analogous happens for 311 systems. It is shown in the Appendix that,
least in the representation based on the Ashtekar–Lewandowski Hilbert space, there are
quantum operators which are weak observables~with respect to the diffeomorphism constrain!
but which do not become equivalent to any strongly diffeomorphism invariant observable
the diffeomorphism constraints are imposed.

There are of course several possible interpretations here. Note that the Appendix co
only the diffeomorphism~and gauge! constraints. It is therefore possible that, once the full alge
including the Hamiltonian constraints are considered, no analogue of these operators will r
Another possibility is that these observables are simply spurious results of the quantization m
and have no physical meaning. A third, however, is that such observables are importan
proper treatment of the system and that we must expand our techniques to take them into a
In any case, when we consider that the Hamiltonian constraint of 311 gravity11 mixes the
‘‘superselected sectors’’ much ashHam does in the 211 case, it appears likely that the diffeo
morphism superselection laws are spurious in 311 gravity as well.
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APPENDIX: STRONG QUANTUM OBSERVABLES IN 3 11 GRAVITY

In this appendix we show that the quantization scheme for 311 gravity considered in Ref. 1
contains operators that are weakly invariant under diffeomorphisms but which are not w
equivalent to any operator which isstronglyinvariant under diffeomorphisms. Before proceedin
we should recall certain subtleties of the Ashtekar–Lewandowski Hilbert space and car
define what we mean by weak observables. Recall that the diffeomorphism constraints them
are not actually defined as operators on this space.1 Instead, it is the finite diffeomorphisms~which
may be interpreted as exponentiated versions of the constraints! which are defined onHaux. These
operators are, however, sufficient to define a spaceFDiff of diffeomorphism invariant states whic
are naturally thought of as the quantum analogue of the classical space of solutions to the
morphism constraints. By weak equivalence of two operatorsB and C, we therefore mean tha
B andC coincide when acting onFDiff . Furthermore, a weak observable is naturally defined to
one which mapsFDiff into itself.

The construction of the observables is quite straightforward. Recall thatFDiff is in fact a space
of ‘‘dual states,’’ specifically, of linear functionals on the spaceFcyl of cylindrical functions. Thus
any operatorA whose adjointA† acts on and preserves the spaceFcyl of cylindrical states has a
natural ‘‘dual action’’ onFDiff given by

@AcDiff #~f!5cDiff ~A†f!. ~A1!
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 38, No. 9, September 1997
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Now, simply choose any two nontrivial spin network statesT1 ,T2 and consider the setsST1
,ST2

of
all states that can be obtained fromT1 ,T2 , respectively, by diffeomorphisms. SinceT1 andT2 are
each associated with analytic graphs, the cardinality of both setsST1

, andST2
is the same, namely

that of the power setP ~R! of all real numbers. As a result, there is bijectiona betweenST1
and

ST2
and our observableA may be defined by

AT5a~T! for TPST1
,

~A2!

while Ac50 if ^cuT&50 for all TPST1
.

Note thatA is a bounded operator whose range lies inVT2
, the space of states spanned by s

network states inST2
. The adjointA† is of a similar form but is defined by the mapa21.

Both A andA† are in fact weak observables. To see this, we simply compute the action
diffeomorphism onAcDiff for a diffeomorphism invariant statecDiff . SinceFDiff is a space of
linear functionals onFCyl , AcDiff is entirely determined by its action on spin network stat
which form a basis forFCyl . For any diffeomorphismD and any spin networkT, @DAcDiff #
3(T)5cDiff (A

†D21T). If T is orthogonal to the spaceVT2
~spanned by spin networks inST2

!

then this vanishes. Otherwise, we may takeT to beD8T2 for some diffeomorphismD8. In either
case we have

@DAcDiff #~T!5cDiff ~D9A†T!5@AcDiff #~T! ~A3!

for some diffeomorphismD9. ThusA preservesFDiff and is a weak observable with respect
diffeomorphisms. However, since we are free to chooseT1 and T2 from different superselected
sectors~as defined by Ref. 1! for the algebra of strongly diffeomorphism invariant operators, i
clear that the action ofA on FDiff does not preserve the superselection sectors. As a resuA
cannot be weakly equivalent to any strongly diffeomorphism invariant operator.
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